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How To Sew a Bread Bag

Materials:

Fabric of your choice (at least 20in x 20in)

Twill tape or any ribbon or string (at least 40 in)

Coordinating Thread

Gather your materials and determine the size you
would like to cut your bag. To do this, measure your 
average loaf of bread and add two inches to the width
and three inches to the length.

For reference, I’ll be using the measurements 14 x 15 in.
for a standard boule bread.

Step Two;

Cut your fabric to a rectangle of your measurements.

Optional:  Cut a 5.5 x 6.5 in. small rectangle to create a
pocket.

For the optional pocket, fold each side toward the wrong
side 1/2 inch and iron. After each side is ironed, sew a top
stitch across the top of the pocket.  

Step One:

This simple drawstring bread bag is perfect for gifting bread or treats to a friend.
Of course, you can follow this tutorial to make any size drawstring bag for any 

use you may need - beauty products, wrangling toys, a little bag for loose parts in
your purse or diaper bag... this versatile project is perfect for beginners! Whip up

a few in an afternoon and then go on to gift a friend something warm for their day.  



Step Four: 
Take your large rectangle and fold the long sides in towards the 
wrong side of the fabric 1/4 inch. Iron. Fold once more, iron. Repeat
for the opposite side.

Step Five:
At the top, short sides of the rectangle, fold over 1/4 inch and iron
towards the wrong side of the fabric. Fold once more 1 inch and
iron. Repeat for the opposite side. This will be a channel for the 
drawstring.

Step Six:
With the shorter sides of the rectangle, sew a topstitch across this
folded opening. Repeat for the opposite side.



Step Seven:

Optional: If you are adding a pocket, pin to one side of the rectangle
and sew around three edges to attach to the bag. 

Fold the rectangle in half, “hamburger style”. Match up the side
seams and starting below the top opening, sew down the side
seams at 1/4 in.

Step Eight:
Turn right side out. Cut your twill tape to measure at least 40 in.
This will ensure there is enough hanging out of the channel to 
create the drawstring.

Step Nine:
Fold the edges of the twill tape over twice and sew a small seam
across so it doesn’t unravel. Using your safety pin, insert the twill
tape in the channel and pull through both sides until you reach
the end.  


